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CLEAN AND GREEN PATHWAYS FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY BUILDOUT





Biodiversity Loss

Climate Change

Our mission is to protect the lands and 

waters on which all life depends.



Climate
Transition to Clean Energy

Adaptation – Nature and People



The transition from a fossil-

fuel based economy to a

clean energy economy is

estimated to require more

than $100 billion in

investment across Maine,

New Hampshire, and

Vermont.
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CLEAN AND GREEN PATHWAYS FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY BUILDOUT

Moving from left to right, the figure illustrates approaches to the energy 
transition that have lower impacts for nature and GHG emissions (dark 
green) to higher impacts (red). As denoted by the blue arrow, TNC focuses 
on pathways for avoiding utility-scale solar and wind energy on natural 
lands and increasing this development on altered and converted lands



CLEAN AND GREEN PATHWAYS FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY BUILDOUT



Get in the Zone:

Identify areas where renewable energy buildout can be accelerated

Opportunity: 
Identify and approve 
low-impact zones for 
renewable energy 
development, in 
advance, to support 
faster project 
approval 



SCIENCE



Plan Ahead:

Consider habitat and species in long-term energy planning and purchasing 
processes

Opportunity: 
Direct renewable 
energy projects to 
low-impact areas 
through long-term 
planning and 
purchasing 
processes





Site Renewables Right:

Develop science-based guidelines for low-impact siting

Opportunity: 
Establish 
renewable energy 
siting and design 
guidelines to 
support low-
impact projects



Choose Brownfields Over Greenfields:

Facilitate development on contaminated or degraded lands

Opportunity:
Incentivize 
renewable energy 
projects on 
contaminated and 
degraded sites 
suitable for 
development



Buy Renewables Right:

Make corporate commitments to buy low-impact renewable energy 
to meet clean energy goals

Opportunity:
Commit to low-
impact renewable 
energy in corporate 
buyers’ principles, 
procurement 
guidance, and 
criteria for project 
selection



Invest for Climate and Nature:

Apply lending performance standards to ensure renewable 
energy investments are clean and green

Opportunity:
Ensure lending 
performance 
standards, due 
diligence 
processes, and 
technical 
assistance 
support low-
impact renewable 
energy projects
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Legal Obstacles and Opportunities

Obstacles

• Site Evaluation Committee

• Local Planning Process

• NH Net Metering Rules

Opportunities

• Site Evaluation Committee

• Local Planning Process

• Tax Equity Finance



New Hampshire Site Evaluation Committee (“SEC”)

• RSA 162-H:2, XII grants:
• Mandatory jurisdiction over renewable energy facilities greater than thirty megawatts;
• Discretionary jurisdiction over renewable energy facilities less than thirty but at least five 

megawatts;
• No jurisdiction over renewable energy facilities less than five megawatts – must go through 

municipal site plan process.

• Renewable energy facilities include generators powered by Solar, Wind, Geothermal, 
Biomass, Ocean (thermal, wave, current, or tidal), or Dammed water (hydroelectric) 
resources.

• The Site Evaluation Committee must consider all relevant information about the 
potential project site, including “potential significant impacts and benefits”. RSA 162-H



New Hampshire Site Evaluation Committee (“SEC”)

• The SEC must make the following findings:

1. The applicant has adequate financial, technical, and managerial capability to 
assure construction and operation of the facility. (RSA 162-H:16, IV(a)). 
• Renewable energy proponent must demonstrate:
a. Financial Experience.

• Securing funding; Statements of current and pro forma assets and liabilities; Financial commitments 
obtained or made in support of construction and operation of the proposed facility. (N.H. Admin. R. Site 
301.13(a)(1)-(4)); 

b. Technical Capacity.
• Experience in designing, constructing, and operating energy facilities similar to the proposed facility; 

Experience and expertise of proponent's contractors and consultants. (N.H. Admin. R. Site 301.13(b)(1) 
and (2)); and



New Hampshire Site Evaluation Committee (“SEC”)

c. Managerial Capability.
• Applicant’s experience in managing the construction and operation of energy facilities similar to the 

proposed facility; experience and expertise of any contractors or consultants engaged or to be engaged 
by the applicant to provide managerial support for the construction and operation of the facility. (N.H. 
Admin. R. Site 301.13(c) (1) and (2)); and

2. The site and facility will not unduly interfere with the orderly development 
of the region with due consideration having been given to the views of 
municipal and regional planning commissions and municipal governing 
bodies. RSA 162-H:16, IV(b); 



New Hampshire Site Evaluation Committee (“SEC”)

3. The site and facility will not have an unreasonable adverse effect on aesthetics, 
historic sites, air quality, water quality, the natural environment and public 
health and safety.  RSA 162-H:16, IV (c).
• In determining whether the facility will unduly interfere with the orderly development of the 

region, the SEC must consider:
• Aesthetics;
• Historic Sites;
• Air Quality;
• Water Quality;
• Natural Environment; and
• Public Health and Safety; and



New Hampshire Site Evaluation Committee (“SEC”)

4. Issuance of an SEC certificate will serve the public interest. RSA 162-H:16, IV (e).
• Under N.H. Admin. R. Site 301.16, the public interest determination includes consideration of:

• Welfare of the population;
• Private property;
• Location and growth of industry;
• Overall economic growth of the state;
• Environment of the state;
• Historic sites;
• Aesthetics;
• Air and Water Quality;
• Use of Natural Resources; and
• Public Health and Safety.



New Hampshire Site Evaluation Committee (“SEC”)

As an Obstacle
• Utility-scale and large commercial-scale solar 

energy projects are subject to its jurisdiction.

• Process is expensive, time consuming, and 
requires expert legal advice.

• Municipalities and community members can ask 
the SEC, or the SEC could decide on its own to 
exercise SEC’s discretionary jurisdiction over 
projects less than 30 MW but greater than 5 MW 
for SEC permitting instead of local planning and 
zoning.

As an Opportunity
• A one-stop, integrated permitting process.

• The SEC process preempts some local zoning and 
planning regulations and processes.

• Developer can ask SEC to exercise its discretionary 
jurisdiction, over projects less than 30 MW but 
greater than 5 MW, for SEC permitting instead of 
local planning and zoning.



Local Planning Process

• Municipal site plan approval is generally required for all new, 
commercial land uses, including renewable energy projects.

• Planning and zoning requirements differ based on each locality’s 
zoning ordinance. 

• Typically, the process for renewable energy projects shares many 
of the same process of any other commercial development.



Local Planning Process

• Considerations for All Projects Seeking Municipal Site Plan Approval:
• Is renewable energy a permitted use in the zone?
• Screening and Buffering

• Zoning ordinances often require certain screening and buffering; Planning Boards have 
discretionary authority to impose conditions of approval based on required screening and 
buffering. RSA 673:3; 676:4, I(i).

• Public sentiment
• Does a  particular community harbor any feelings about renewable energy projects or specific 

developers?
• Characteristics of the Land
• Traffic



Local Planning Process

• Costs

• Conservation
• Is any part of the land protected by a Conservation Easement and/or enrolled in Current Use? Being enrolled in current 

use is generally not a problem, though a Land Use Change Tax may apply when the facility is constructed. Having a 
Conservation Easement may be more of a challenge

• Lease or Own Site;

• Other required municipal approvals
• Is a lot line adjustment or similar companion application needed?

• Amount of Renewable Resource
• Is there sufficient wind, insolation, etc. to justify the cost and effort required to obtain approval?

• Interconnection –
• Proximity of project to interconnection point. Interconnection points that are far from the project site may result in more 

adverse impacts and the higher project costs



Local Planning Process

• Roads

• Are there roads of any kind between the proposed components of the facility and the proposed interconnection 
location? Will roads need to be built?

• Views

• Emergency Management

• Typically, municipalities will want a comprehensive emergency management plan, and know that there are trained 
personnel to execute it.



Local Planning Process

As an Obstacle
• Projects less than 5 MW must be 

approved through local planning and 
zoning process.

• Local boards lack the expert knowledge 
and resources of state agencies.

• Local Politics.

As an Opportunity
• Projects less than 5 MW must be 

approved through local planning and 
zoning process.

• Projects over 5 MW but less than 30 MW 
may be permitted through local planning 
and zoning.

• Typically, local planning and zoning 
process is less expensive and less time 
consuming than the SEC process.



NH Net Metering Rules

• Net Energy Metering measures the difference between the electricity supplied over the 
electric distribution system and the electricity generated by an eligible customer-
generator which is fed back into the electric distribution system over a billing period. See 
RSA 362-A:1-a, III-a; see also Puc 902.23.

• Eligible fuel sources for net energy metering include geothermal, tidal or wave, wind, solar, 
landfill gas, hydro, biomass, bio-oil, bio-synthetic gas, and biodiesel resources. See Puc 902.25.

• RSA 362-A:9 and Puc 900 establish reasonable interconnection requirements for safety, reliability, 
and power quality for net energy metering as the public interest requires.

• Puc 900 rules limit net energy metering for customer-owned renewable energy generation resources to 1,000 kilowatts or 
less.

• Interconnection of small net-metering customer-generators (> 100 kW) are governed by Puc 904 through Puc 908.
• Interconnection of large net-metering customer-generators (< 100 kW) are governed by each utility’s interconnection 

practices as set forth in its tariff filed with the commission.



NH Net Metering Rules

• Group Net Metering. RSA 362-F:10, IV and Puc 909 establish the legal framework for group net energy 
metering. 

• A group consists of one or more members who are customers of the same distribution utility who have signed an agreement 
with a host as required by RSA 362-A:9, XIV. A group can include a host and a member that are the same entity or person. See 
Puc 902.16.

• Unless the group has elected on-bill credits, the distribution utility shall pay the group host for the host’s net excess electricity 
exported to the distribution system at the end of each billing cycle in accordance with the utility tariff provisions applicable to 
the host’s customer class. Puc 909.08.

• For groups that elect on-bill monetary credits, the host must specify the percentage of the net metering credit monetary 
amount otherwise payable to the host to be allocated to the host and to each group member on their respective distribution 
utility bills.



NH Net Metering Rules

• Low-Moderate Income Community Solar Projects.
• A group registered with a low-moderate income community solar project receives 

additional on-bill monetary credits for all excess electricity production:
• An additional 3 cents per kilowatt-hour through July 1, 2021; and

• An additional 2.5 cents per kilowatt-hour on July 2, 2021 and thereafter. Puc 909.12(b).

• The group host of a low-moderate income community solar project has the option to 
receive payment from the electric distribution utility on a monthly basis equal to the 
host’s on-bill monetary credit amount in excess of the host’s billed charges for the billing 
period. Puc 909.12(c).



NH Net Metering Rules

As an Obstacle
• The 1 MW limitation imposed on net energy metering 

discourages the development of commercial-scale projects 
greater than 1 MW but below 30 MW.

• Compliance with NH’s net energy metering rules can be more 
expensive than net energy metering rules established in 
other states without a 1 MW limitation 

As an Opportunity
• Provide incentives for development of small-scale projects.

• Group net metering rules allow consumers and hosts to band 
together to take advantage of NH’s net metering program.

• NH’s group net metering rules provide lucrative incentives for 
the use of solar projects to power low to moderate income 
communities and housing projects.

• HB 315 increases the net energy metering cap for 
municipalities.



Tax Equity Finance

• The US government offers two tax benefits for renewable energy projects: a 
tax credit and depreciation. They amount to at least 44¢ per dollar of capital 
cost for the typical solar project. 

• Few developers can use them efficiently. Therefore, finding value for them is 
the core financing strategy for most solar companies.

• Tax equity covers 30% to 40% of the cost of a typical solar project. The 
developer must fill in the rest of the capital stack with debt or equity.

• Roughly 50% of tax equity last year was supplied by just two large banks. 



Tax Equity Finance

• Tax equity yields appear to have widened by about 50 basis points since 
March. Until then, they had been trending down. 

• Utility-scale solar yields were in the 6% range for experienced sponsors. 
• Yields for brand-name rooftop developers had fallen below 8% 
• Tax equity investors charge structuring and unused commitment fees and 

price to a second all-in yield 50 to 100 bps higher. 
• Each of the tax equity structures raises a different amount of tax equity, 

allocates risk differently and imposes a deadline on when the tax equity 
investor must fund its investment.



Tax Equity Finance

• Partnership Flip
• A sponsor brings in a tax equity investor as a partner to own a renewable energy project 

together. 
• The partnership allocates taxable income and loss 99% to the tax equity investor until 

the investor reaches a target yield, after which its share of income and loss drops to 5% 
and the sponsor has an option to buy the investor's interest. Cash may be distributed in a 
different ratio before the flip

• The IRS issued guidelines for partnership flip transactions in 2007. 
• The guidelines provide a "safe harbor" for transactions that conform to them.
• The IRS said recently that the guidelines were written with wind projects in mind and are not 

a safe harbor for solar transactions.



Tax Equity Finance

• Partnership Flip
• There are two main variations in flip structures. 

• The yield-flip structure; and

• The fixed-flip structure that is offered by a small subset of tax equity investors, which leaves 
as much cash as possible for the sponsor.

• Yield-based flips in the solar market price to reach yield in six to eight years. 

• Fixed-flip deals flip at five to six years. 

• Investors want at least a 2% pre-tax yield.

• A flip raises 30% to 40% of the project value.



Tax Equity Finance

• Sale-leaseback
• In a sale-leaseback, the solar company sells the project to a tax equity investor and 

leases it back.

• Unlike a flip where the TEI gets at most 99% of the tax benefits, all the tax benefits are 
transferred to the TEI without complicated partnership accounting.

• The TEI calculates them on the fair market value purchase price it pays for the project.

• The lessee has a gain on sale to the extent the project is worth more than it cost to build.

• A sale-leaseback raises in theory the full fair market value, but in practice, the developer 
is usually required to return 15% to 20% of the amount at inception as prepaid rent.



Tax Equity Finance

• Inverted Leases
• Inverted leases are used mainly in the rooftop market.

• The solar company assigns customer agreements and leases rooftop solar systems in 
tranches to a tax equity investor who collects the customer revenue and pays most of it 
to the solar company as rent.

• The solar company passes through the investment credit to the tax equity investor. 

• Solar company keeps the depreciation and takes the project back at the end of the lease.

• Sponsors like inverted leases because they get the asset back without having to pay for 
it, and the investment credit is calculated on the fair market value of the solar 
equipment rather than its cost



Tax Equity Finance

• Inverted Leases
• The TEI must have upside potential and downside risk to be considered a real lessee. 

• Tax counsel like to see a "merchant tail” or want to see at least a 20% rent prepayment.

• Inverted leases raise the least amount of tax equity. 

• The central challenge in inverted leases is how the capital raised by the structure moves 
from the TEI to the sponsor. 

• In the conservative form, it moves as prepaid rent. 

• In an overlapping ownership structure, the lessor makes a capital contribution to the 
lessor, and the lessee owns 49% of the lessor.



Mark W. Dell’Orfano
Mark advises clients on a broad range of legal matters related to the energy, natural resources, and clean 

technology industries. His practice includes: helping clients with energy project and infrastructure siting and 
construction; project financing of renewable energy projects; representing clients in acquisitions, mergers, 
divestitures, and joint ventures; advising surface and subsurface natural resource businesses and projects, including 
oil & gas E&P projects and precious metal and industrial mineral mining companies; providing business and corporate 
advice to clients as their outside general counsel; and handling individual, corporate, and partnership tax matters, 
including structuring tax efficient M&A transactions and the tax equity financing of renewable energy projects.

Immediately prior to joining Sheehan Phinney, Mark worked for sixteen years in private equity. During that 
time, he handled legal and business matters for a variety of energy, mining, and natural resource development 
projects in the United States, Canada, and Latin America. Mark began his energy career at age 18, working the 
summer before college as a wood-fuel technician at one of New Hampshire’s biomass-fired cogeneration facilities. 

Mark is admitted to the practice law in New Hampshire and Massachusetts. He splits his professional time 
between Sheehan Phinney’s Manchester, NH and Boston, MA offices.

Mark W. Dell’Orfano, Esq., Of Counsel

Sheehan Phinney Bass & Green, PA

1000 Elm Street, 17th Floor, Manchester, NH 03105-3701

603-627-8267 | mdellorfano@sheehan.com
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New Hampshire Solar: 
MOVING FROM CONCEPT TO CONSTRUCTION



10,000+ 
Clean energy  
systems installed 
since 2003

280+ 
Employee-owners 
across 5 branches 
in NH, ME, and MA

#1-rated 
rooftop solar 
installer in New 
England (SPW) 

100% 
Employee-owned 
proudly certified  
B Corporation



Mission: Empower our community to overcome the 
environmental, economic and social inequity caused by 
fossil fuels … so our kids and grandkids can enjoy New 

England’s clean air, water, and land just like we do. 



Energy Big Picture 
WHY SOLAR, WHY NOW?



• NH residents, nonprofits, and businesses spend 

$5 billion/year imporGng non-renewable energy 
• NH temperatures are projected to rise 6-12ºF by 

2100 if local CO2 emissions trends conGnue 
• Warming threatens  

NH’s mulG-billion  
dollar skiing, maple  

sugar, and tourism  

industries and costs  
billions to adapt 

• 100+ Granite Staters die annually due to CO2 
polluGon, cosGng the public billions of dollars 

Sources: NHDES, NECIA, UNH, US EIA  |  Photo: Merrimack StaGon Power Plant in Bow, NH (O’Connor Constructors)

 Problem:  Energy Cost & Climate

NH’s Changing Climate, 
1960-2100



 Challenge:  100% Clean Energy
• New Hampshire could transiGon from 85% non-

renewable energy today to 100% clean energy 
by 2050 and cut emissions drasGcally 

• New Hampshire has ample land, water, and 
sunlight to achieve 100% clan energy at lower 
cost than BAU 

• 100% clean  
energy would  
create 16,000+  

long-term NH  

jobs and take  
<2.5% of land 2012    2015        2020           2025           2030           2035         2040        2045       2050 

  4%       5.6%          20%               50%              80%              90%           95%           98%         100%

Pathway to Global 100% Clean Energy by 2050

Source: SoluGons Project, Stanford University - 50 State Clean Energy Pathways

NH 100% Clean Energy Plan

& govt



 Challenge:  100% Clean Energy

Source: Synapse Energy Economics, 2019

    Electricity 

    TransportaGon 

    Industry 

    Buildings

NH Emissions Reduction Strategy, 2010-2050



 Opportunity:  Solar + Electrification 
• The cost of solar has dropped  

~80% since 2010 to become the 
cheapest source of energy, along 
with batteries and electrification 

• Solar + batteries receive a 26% 

investment tax credit (thru 2022) 
and accelerated depreciation 

• Green solar power delivers a long-
term cost of energy 50-80% below 
brown power from the grid while 
benefitting all ratepayers through 
reduced peak system loads

Price of Solar (2009-2025) and NH Utility Rates (1970-2018)
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Global Energy Potential by Source

Source: SUNY AlbanyUnits: TerawaJs (TW)



Map of Global Solar Irradiance

New England Spain

Source: 3TIER



Solar Market Snapshot 
STATE OF SOLAR IN NEW HAMPSHIRE



Total Annual Energy Needs: 
317 trillion Btu (US EIA)

NH  Energy Snapshot: Demand

Source: US Energy InformaNon AdministraNon, 2019



Source: US Energy InformaNon AdministraNon, 2019

NH  Energy Snapshot: Supply

Total Energy RenewablesNon-Renewables



New Hampshire  Solar Snapshot 
NH Annual Solar Installations, 2010-2020 NH Solar Companies

Source: Solar Energy Industries Assoc.



% Electricity from Solar

MW of Solar Installed

Total Solar Jobs

Solar Jobs per Million

New England  Solar Snapshot 

Source: Solar Energy Industries Assoc., 2019-20



Value of Solar to the NE Grid

Source: Synapse Energy Economics, 2020

| $200/MT | $112/MT 10.7 ¢ 6.0 ¢

Demand for Illustra0ve Week Price & Load Impacts

Summary of Historical BTM Benefits



Source: Synapse Energy Economics, 2020

Savings by State, 2014-19 Est. Avoided Emissions

Resul0ng Monetary Benefits

Value of Solar to the NE Grid



Solar Policy Snapshot 
STATE OF SOLAR IN NEW HAMPSHIRE



New England State RPS: New Renewable Energy

Source: Independent System Operator of New England, 2019

New England  Renewables Snapshot 



NH Solar Policy Highlights
Challenges 
➡ Low 0.7% solar (Class II) RPS + 

below-market value of solar 

➡ 1 MW net metering cap, 100  
kW small customer-generator 

➡ REC-sweeping by utilities 

➡ No SW property tax exemption 

➡ Utility interconnection/costs 

➡ Local permitting/wetlands 

➡ Workforce constraints

          Opportunities 
✓ HB 315 municipal 

net metering 5 MW 

✓ $0.025/kWh net metering adder 
for low-moderate income 

✓ Town property tax exemptions 

✓ REF state rebates & LMI grants 

✓ MA Class II REC market 

✓ Available grid capacity 

✓ Sun keeps shining!



<18 yr       18-44 yr     45-64 yr     65-84 yr      85+ yr

NH Population Change (2010-16)1

NH Electricians by Age (2017)

NH Workforce Development



Federal Policy Outlook

✓ Biden Executive Orders & planned procurement  

✓ Investment tax credit extension thru 2024 
26% ’21-22 / 22% ’23 / 10% ’24 onward 

➡ Infrastructure Bill: grid upgrades,  
EV, R&D, job training, etc. 

➡ Clean Electricity Standard 

➡ Green Bank 

➡ Earmarks 

➡ R&D



Solar Deployment: Onsite 
BEHIND-THE-METER SOLAR BASICS



• System Cost: Solar cost down 80% since 2010 
to $1.50-$2.50 per watt (before incentives);  
low or no interconnection costs <500 kW (AC) 

• Federal Tax Incentives: 26% Investment Tax 
Credit (ITC) through 2022 plus Federal/State 
Depreciation (assuming tax equity) 

• Net Metering and RECs: Solar offsets full retail 
electricity rates when used onsite  ($0.09-
$0.11/kWh), net metering revenue from excess 
(monthly or instantaneous); Renewable Energy 
Credits currently $35+/MWh (MA Class II) 

• Levelized Cost of Energy and IRR: Lowest 
lifetime electricity cost available at ≤$0.04/kWh 
including O&M and panel degradation; 10-15% 
rate of return over 25-year warranty

Behind-the-Meter Solar Basics



Solar Savings: 500 kW Solar Array
Solar Savings vs. Utility

Levelized Cost of Energy



Town of Hanover Case Study: 
Rooftop Solar Completion (2019-20)



Sample Rooftops (flat)

Contemporary Automotive

Wire Belt Company

Tupelo Music Hall



Sample Rooftops (pitched)

Throwback Brewery

EVO Rock & FitnessSplit Rock Distilling

Dartmouth College



Fixed-Tilt

Fixed-Tilt

Pole Mount

Dual-Access Tracker

Sample Ground Mounts  



Solar Deployment: Offsite 
FRONT-OF-METER SOLAR BASICS



• System Cost: Solar cost down 80% since 2010 
to $1.50-$2.50 per watt (before incentives); 
interconnection costs are site specific, generally 
$0.25-$0.50 per watt 

• Federal Tax Incentives: 26% Investment Tax 
Credit (ITC) through 2022 plus 100% Federal 
Bonus and State MACRS Depreciation 

• Net Metering and RECs: Solar net metering at 
default supply rates ≤1 MW (AC) assuming 
100% off-take ($0.06-$0.08/kWh); Renewable 
Energy Credits $35+/MWh (MA Class II) 

• Levelized Cost of Energy and IRR: Lowest 
lifetime electricity cost available at ≤$0.06/kWh 
including O&M and panel degradation; 3-10% 
rate of return over 25-year warranty

Front-of-Meter Solar Basics



South Portland Landfill (2017) Brunswick Landing MRRA (2018)

City of Portland Landfill (2018) Kennebec Sanitary District (2018) 

Sample Ground Mounts  
(large)



Dan Weeks 
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Director of Market Development 
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dweeks@revisionenergy.com  
(603) 264-2877
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